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Coronavirus: Sectoral and Structural Shocks

• Frontier and behind-the-frontier 

• Leaders and laggards

• Long tail versus the wrong tail

• Conditions for Convergence – ‘levelling up’ – within and between sectors, within 
and between places

• Global economy-wide shutdowns, disruption to Global Value-Chains (GVCs) and 
collapse of international demand

• Structural and sectoral shocks  → specific challenges for hospitality, travel and 
tourism, automotive, high street retail 

• Graduates and school-leavers’ job-markets will be heavily undermined as will 
many education and training routes
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Coronavirus: Sectoral and Structural Shocks

• Bigger government debt and deficits – and ‘ownership’ of key parts of the 
economy 

• Increased power and role of national government – but speed and scale of fiscal 
retrenchment uncertain - willingness of markets to lend to governments in 
unknown

• Andy Haldane – UK economy “hub with no spokes” 

• R&D: UK is good at R but poor at D – development, dissemination, diffusion 

• Haskel and Westlake – four Ss: Sunk costs, Scalable, Synergies and Spillovers

• Tele-working may re-shape diffusion processes

• VC and banking evidence – quicker rejections
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Coronavirus: Sectoral and Structural Shocks

• Transition from extraordinary to the ‘ordinary’/‘new normal’ → investors, 
employers and households expectations are weakly grounded – fears of new 
waves of the pandemic

• No consensus regarding the speed or path of recovery – due to scale of the 
downward supply and demand shocks: V-shaped, Nike ‘swoosh strip’-shaped, Z-
shaped, W-shaped, U-shaped, L-shaped?

• Scale of scarring depends on the time to develop a vaccine
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Coronavirus: Sectoral and Structural Shocks

• Possibility of increased automation, 3D-printing, more rapid introduction of 
Artificial Intelligence – heavily contingent on financial markets but avoids 
challenges of social distancing

• Experience of previous recessions – increased productivity but not the 2008 crisis

• Trade policy: some rationalisation of GVCs and ‘near-shoring’ of activities – but 
opportunities for this depend on existing global trade and network structures

• Leading firms tend to be better integrated into GVCs
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Coronavirus: Capital Shocks

• Rapid move from ‘normal’ risk-determined times to Knightian radical 
uncertainty with expected further pandemic lags to a ‘ordinary’/new normal 

• Risks → non-measurable → risks 

• Widening of yields and risk spreads both between and within all asset classes

• Massive capital reallocation – different forms of credit and lending, restructuring 
in money and asset markets

• Apart from ‘Big-Tech’ and biosciences/pharmaceuticals, probably Private Equity 
and some hedge funds are the only ‘winners’

• Shifts to greater concentration and monopoly positions
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Coronavirus: Capital Shocks

• Major challenges for SMEs – cut-backs in credit availability (squeezed from above 
as well as clawbacks) – and especially innovative SMEs (reduced bank credit, 
reversal of VC markets)

• Weakens the local entrepreneurship drivers of the innovation economy

• Real estate markets – closure and suspension of REITs, inability to value assets 
and development projects

• Shift towards land banking rather than development

• Yields are likely to rise the most in more riskier contexts, and in bigger and more 
complex developments  – yield curve between weaker and stronger places 
becomes steeper  
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Coronavirus: Regional Shocks

• Initial 2020 shocks: cities and more prosperous regions and then spreading 
outward → effects on the rest of regions longer lasting - similar to the 2008 
crisis

• Widening of risk spreads across regions → increases interregional divergence 

• Shifts to greater concentration and monopoly positions – tend to favour 
interregional divergence 

• Greater governance centralisation associated with divergence

• Differences in places’ ability to recover: ability to telework; structural diversity, 
human capital, connectivity, resilience → investors’ shifting perceptions of 
relative risk
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Coronavirus: Regional Shocks

• Long-term: some reduction of commuting (increased share of home-
working) – but not for high-value activities built on tacit information

• Potentially widens hinterlands of prosperous cities

• High Street retail shocks – especially in weaker places

• Shocks to the built environment in cities – reconfiguration of 
workspaces  - redesign, postponement or cancellation of real estate 
developments

• Problems for university cities vis-à-vis international students

• Progress towards Sustainable Development Goals and Paris Agreement 
targets may be interrupted or reversed by the recovery process – only 
temporary reduction of GHGs
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Coronavirus: Policy Shocks

• ‘Levelling up’ challenge: combination of Covid-19 & Brexit

• Both point simultaneously towards greater regional inequalities

• Devolution challenge: Scale matters!! Both for economic units and also for 
governance units

• Problems of devolution in England – too small and to fragmented by OECD 
standards

• Devolution requires fiscal underpinning – interregional stabilisers

• Deal-making devolution cannot be a long-term template – because of horizontal 
coordination mis-alignment
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Coronavirus: Policy Shocks

• Need to fundamentally rethink national ↔ sub-national institutional and 
governance structures and systems, balance of responsibilities and long-term 
financial positions in different arenas of governance

• Key UK geographical problem is the under-performance of large UK urban areas 
outside of the Greater South and South East 

• Danger of ‘cities versus towns’ narrative or ‘urban versus rural’ narrative - coastal 
towns are largely a symbolic issue

• LEPs and Local Industrial Strategies – no real logic to design 

• Shared Prosperity Fund should not be a top-down or competitive system
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